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ABSTRACT 

Ley, Jazmín, Load Sensor in an Elastomer Suspension Element. Master of Science (MS), 

August, 2012, 198 pp., 6 tables, 105 figures, 27 references, 55 titles. 

Knowledge of the loading applied to railcar suspension elements is necessary for 

improved rail safety, efficiency, and for monitoring bearing health. An economical, reliable 

system for keeping track of both dynamic and static loads on a rail car bearing offers potential 

for many improvements in rail service.  The difficulties of implementing such a system are 

considerable because the sensor must be in the bearing load path and is thus subject to all the 

stressors of that environment including high impact, high load, high temperature, and corrosion.  

This thesis describes an attempt to incorporate a load measurement system in a polyurethane 

suspension element.  It reviews existing technology and describes several experiments using 

strain gauges, Micro-Electro-Mechanical pressure sensors, and piezo electric materials as load 

measurement devices.   
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The United States has approximately 140,000 miles of freight line, and cargo is shipped 

daily cross-country [2].  Freight rail runs both through cities and rural areas. It is an important 

part of the United States consumer infrastructure.  Cargo varying from coal to hazardous 

chemicals travels unnoticed by the average person, or even by city officials.  As a consequence, 

supervision is required and carried out by most rail companies in order to avoid derailments such 

as the one that occurred July 11
th

, 2012, in Columbus Ohio, in which a 98-freight-car train 

derailed 11 cars carrying ethanol.  Extreme explosions were seen miles away and one-hundred 

were evacuated [2].  

Wheel misalignment leading to derailment can be caused by excessive speeding on 

curves, track defects, and railcar suspension failures involving events such as hunting and 

overheating of defective  earings.  unting     the oscillation of a railcar body caused by forces in 

the wheels, rails, and suspension during dynamic insta ilities    is responsible for truck damage, 

lading and track damage, and in the worst case scenario derailments [3].  Federal Railroad 

Administration (FRA) statistics state that the average annual cost of hunting-induced derailments 

during the period from 2000-2005 was $2,440,000 [3].  Accordingly, railroad research and 

development is focused on preventive measures targeting the dynamic and static health of each 

component of the suspension systems of railcars, especially bearings. 
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1.1. Background and History 

Most of the rail industry believes that hunting and overworked suspension elements can 

be detected via bearing health monitoring.  Much information can be gathered by measuring 

temperature, vibration and load, making the monitoring of bearing condition the primary method 

for ensuring transportation safety, railcar and railway health.   

Currently, wayside hot-box detectors located alongside the rail tracks monitor passing 

bearing operating temperatures.  These wayside detectors are designed to identify operating 

temperatures greater than 94.4°C (170°F) above ambient, and allow trainmen to remove and 

disassemble them for examination [4].   

Many of the current monitoring systems require further improvement because they are 

not able to accurately target the bearings or they do not provide accurate predictions of 

impending failure.  “According to data collected by Amsted Rail from 2001 to 2007, an average 

of nearly 40% of bearing removals are non-verified. A non-verified bearing is one that, upon 

disassembly and inspection, is found not to exhibit any of the commonly documented causes of 

bearing failure such as spalling, water contamination, loose bearings, broken components, lack of 

lu rication, damaged seals, etc.” [4].  Better monitoring systems are to prevent the expense of 

unnecessary stoppages and premature removal of healthy bearings.   

To this end new “smart products” have  een developed, such as on-board Wireless 

Sensor Nodes (WSNs) which continuously monitor temperature and send information to a local 

Central Monitoring Unit (CMU).  The CMU then sends information via satellite or cellular 

networks and informs conductors to take preventive action to avoid any derailments or other 

safety issues [5].  Another innovative “smart” product is Timken’s Guardian Bearing which 

internally measures temperature and vibration. The sensing elements are capable of detecting 
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wheel and bearing failure and even stuck hand brakes, which are the cause of many instances of 

over-heating rolling elements [6].  The tapered roller bearing is self-powered and has a ring that 

contains a radio transmitter, and microprocessor which deciphers captured information data and 

sends it out to a receiver [7].  The primary issue of having a localized sensor inside the bearing is 

monetary.  When a defect is detected in either the bearings or the wheels common practice 

involves removing the full wheel-axle assembly, which includes both the functioning and the 

defective bearings. The customer then must absorb the cost of all working bearings, and since the 

price of the Guardian Bearing is high, it is expensive to scrap working bearings.   

Most railroad companies agree that monitoring bearings is crucial to the industry.  

However, the health monitoring systems are still in their infancy and it is not clear which 

approach will prove most fruitful. The ideal system for bearing health monitoring     the trifecta   

would combine temperature, vibration, and load monitoring.  At the moment temperature can be 

measured in most sensing units and there are some systems that measure vibration, but on-board 

devices which monitor load are almost non-existent.  Load monitoring generally takes place 

through stationary track mounted coupled-in-motion scales or weigh ridges.  Often no “direct” 

means of load monitoring is practiced, but rather cars are filled to specific lines as volume is then 

calculated and load is estimated.   

 While cars drive through a rail-yard or a section of track, companies use computerized 

systems to determine weight using large capacity load cells as the primary components for the 

weighbridges [8].  Most weighbridges require either a complete stop of a railcar or a low speed 

of 10 km/h (6 mph) [9].  Furthermore, not only are charged fees for each weighed railcar, there is 

also much time lost in travel [10].   
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Figure 1: Weigh in Motion System [9] 

 

At present, there is no such thing as an on-board load sensing mechanism. Yet a demand 

for such a sensor exists.  Incorporating load information with temperature and vibration readings 

can lead to a multitude of advantageous developments in bearing, wheel and railcar suspension 

management. An on-board load sensor would allow for freight to be balanced within each railcar.  

Moreover, it would allow the trainmen to know if cargo has shifted within hours, possibly even 

minutes, thus warning of overloads on a bearing or axle. Static loads can be measured in non-

moving hazardous cargo to detect potential leaks. 

A load monitoring system with dynamic capabilities could measure impact loads 

produced by sections of damaged track, wheel flats, and hunting events, and provide an overall 

safer passage.  Such data would benefit not only the customer but also the Association of 

American Railroads (AAR) and the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) as they seek to 

improve safety protocols.   
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1.2. Overview to Load Sensor Development 

This thesis attempts to re-engineer Amsted Rail’s Adapter Plus™ steering pad into an 

instrumented SmartPad™.  Commercially, the pad and bearing assembly appears to be a suitable 

carrier for all sensing components.  The thermo-plastic polyurethane steering pad prevents metal-

to-metal contact in the suspension of a freight railcar.  “The patented elastomer pedestal pad-

liner  earing adapter” is designed to “improve axle-to-rail wheel set alignment” [11].  In other 

words, the pad’s primary purpose is to act as a compliant member which will reduce forces 

between the wheels and the rails while the railcar negotiates a turn. The results is reduced wear 

on wheel flanges and reduced load on suspension elements.   

 Sensors placed in the Adapter Plus™ would be in the most advantageous position for 

bearing monitoring (see Figure 2).  However, along with all its commercial advantages the pad 

presents a multitude of challenges.  Any load sensor must be able to survive the severe 

temperature profiles, vibration, and high impacts of this environment.  Along with the abrasion 

from the metal-to-metal contact, the fact that the polyurethane material is intended to reduce 

forces on the wheel-set while moving along the curve in the rail means it is subject to large shear 

deformations caused by hunting events.  The pad material will also creep under load, which is an 

additional complicating factor.   

Amsted Rail is collaborating with the University of Texas-Pan American (UTPA) in an 

attempt to incorporate measurement devices in an inexpensive, easily removed railcar feature.  

Currently, feasibility testing is taking place to determine if the SmartPad™ will measure 

temperature, vibration and even load in a manner that will not compromise bearing integrity, and 

thus provide an advantage with respect to embedded sensor systems.  Keeping all sensors near, 

but outside, of the rolling element will allow for easy replacement of a faulty bearing, wheel, or 
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even the monitoring system itself, and provides a reliable path for radio frequency (RF) 

communication of data which imbedded sensors do not have.   

 

Figure 2: Current Adapter Plus™ Suspension Element  

Sitting on a Steel Bearing Adapter in a Truck Assembly [11] 

 

Most conventional load sensors are either position detectors or strain monitors.  Choosing 

a standard sensor would require a stable solid material capable of elastically deforming with a 

load range of 3,575 lbf to 35,750 lbf (The weight limits are determined by an unloaded and fully 

loaded freight car, respectively).  The Adapter Plus™ Pad sees weight ranges from  0% (≈ 3,575 

lbf) to 100% (≈ 35,750 lbf) of the full car load.  The sensor must survive 60,000 lbf impact forces, 

and be able to measure temperatures ranging from -40°C (-40ºF) to 150°C (302ºF).   
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Under the pressure of even an unloaded railcar, the thermoplastic urethane pad 

experiences tremendous flow, as can be seen in Figure 3. The deformation is excessive even for a 

polymer.  Using any position monitoring system may not be feasible, and measuring strain 

within all of this visible creep would be difficult.  Anything within the pad would fall victim to 

its visible creep and be exposed to elevated temperatures and impact loads.  Conventional load 

sensors will not function in this loading environment.  

 

 

Figure 3: Adapter Plus Pad and Bearing Assembly loaded at 6,000 lbf 

 

 As a consequence, the Materials Laboratory at UTPA has focused on both 

unconventional sensor placement and atypical sensors.  The feasibility of three different methods 
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of load measurement suitable for the SmartPad™ have been examined.  The first uses Micro-

Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) pressure sensors.  The Adapter Plus™ Pad’s su stantial 

deformation provides a possible platform for compressing gel-filled tubing and allowing the 

MEMS pressure sensor to measure a discernible signal.  The second is a strain gage insert that 

will be adhered to the bottom of the polyurethane elastomer pad, thus creating an attached load 

cell.  The third uses a layer of piezo electric material to measure load on the pad.  Although 

further development of all three technologies continues, this thesis provides sufficient data  

demonstrate the feasibility of the sensor insert strain-gauge-based sensing system and foundation 

for optimization.  The device having passed the protocol testing described in the following 

section will, in the near future, provide dynamic and static field-load data from railcars currently 

in service. 

1.3. Protocol Testing 

Protocol testing is performed by Steinmetz, Inc., and it is based on performance data 

obtained from field service and accelerated service life testing.  The evaluation surpasses much 

of the standard set by the American Association of Railroads (AAR) and it is meant to determine 

if railcar suspension components survive severe hunting environments. There are three tests that 

all prototype adapter pads must meet. 

The first test consists of demonstrating the fatigue and abrasion resistance of pad material 

and structural integrity under full railcar load and lateral cycling.  The initial testing is not meant 

to take high temperature environments into account.  The run-through consists of a full railcar 

load of 36,000 lbf with lateral motion at 2 Hz frequency and a total reciprocating stroke of 

approximately 3/16".  The total duration of the test is 140 hours [12].  
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The second is a cold impact test used to demonstrate material shock survivability in cold 

environments. The prototype is placed in a 0ºF freezer for 24 hours and then hit full force with a 

sledge hammer [12].  Although this does not fully represent “real” environment situations, it 

does provide information about how well the full adapter pad holds up in tough cold-weather 

railroad applications.  

Table 1: Adapter Pad Tests AAR M-924 Table 4.2 [13] 

 

The third test consists of severe lateral movements.  It is designed after the M924 AAR 

Standards requirements seen in Table 1.  The goal is to demonstrate M924 acceptability and to 

show how much stress the material can tolerate in a severe hunting scenario [12].  This requires 

six tests overall with various frequency scenarios ranging from 2Hz to 6Hz lateral motions and 

5/16" total reciprocating travel.   

All full pad prototypes developed in this thesis required protocol testing survivability to be 

considered as a viable working option for a load sensor in or below a suspension elastomer 

element. 
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CHAPTER II 

MATERIAL SELECTION 

 The Adapter Plus™ is an injection molded element produced by Steinmetz Inc.  The pad 

is composed of thermoplastic polyurethane that exhibits creep under load.  As it stands, the 

steering pad meets all AAR safety standards including changes in vertical load, frequency, and 

duration of loading cycles.  Because of its material properties, the pad displays deformation and 

wear, but for the most part its structural integrity is not compromised.  

Although the Adapter Plus™ material is able to clear the AAR requirements, its 

composition hinders conventional load sensor development.  Certain experiments described in 

this thesis require that the current polyurethane pad be kept, while others need an alternate 

material with repeatable deformation.  As a consequence, different materials were chosen as 

possible replacements and were tested with the sensor specimens that will be described in 

Chapter III.   

A castable thermoset polyurethane material was chosen to reduce creep, improve thermal 

stability and facilitate manufacturing.  Under laboratory conditions, injection molding is difficult 

with any polymer as tooling costs are high and tools are difficult to make. Therefore, a castable 

thermoset material was selected.  Because of its success with the current Adapter Plus™ pad, it 

was determined that the material for the SmartPad™ should continue to be a polyurethane.  
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Chemtura’s Duracast
®

 S900, E530D, and C600D along with Duracure C3-LF curative 

were used in samples of conductive polymers, piezo-ceramics, accelerometers, and MEMS 

pressure sensors.  The C600D, E530D, and S900 materials have Shore D durometers of 60, 53, 

and 39, respectively. The moduli for the three materials at 100% strain are 900, 2290, and 2600 

psi, respectively.  Testing conducted at the UTPA Materials Laboratory provided tensile stress 

vs. strain curves for the E530 material shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Curve for Adiprene
® 
Duracast™ E530D [14] 

 

 The stress-strain curve indicates that as the strain increases the modulus of the material 

decreases, which is typical of elastomers.  The Chemtura polyurethane series was chosen over 

some of Bayers’ materials  ecause the E530D seemed to support higher stresses at larger strains 

when placed in tension; this can be seen in Figure 5.  Chemtura’s polyurethane has an indicated 

service life of ten million cycles for peak strains less than five percent.  For twenty percent, its 

life reduces to twenty- to fifty- thousand cycles.   
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Figure 5: Tensile and Compression Test Comparison of Elastomer Materials [14] 

 

Some of the projects described in Chapters III and IV required use of silicone gel 

encapsulant as well as a conformal coating.  These materials were purchased from Dow 

Corning® for their dielectric properties as well as their stress-relieving qualities. 

The fast room temperature vulcanization (RTV) conformal coating 3-1953
1
 has a thirty 

minute cure time.  With a 26 Shore A durometer upon curing, it provides shear stress relief for 

many solder joints and is capable of keeping its consistency for temperatures ranging from -45ºC   

(-49ºF) to 200ºC (392ºF).  The two-part, translucent-green, 1:1 ratio mix encapsulant 3-4207 has 

a durometer of 59 Shore 00 (≈12.85 Shore A) with a heat cure of 10 minutes at 50ºC (122ºF).  It 

is capable of protecting sensors and transmitting pressure into a cavity. 

   Other materials were utilized in the creation of various specimens and each chapter and 

experiment will have sections describing selection and tooling options in detail.  Strain gauge 

sensors required metal inserts, while many of the other technologies necessitated a variation of 

electronic components.  Data sheet links will be provided either in appendices or as footnotes.  

                                                 
1
 http://www.dowcorning.com/applications/search/products/details.aspx?prod=04000066&type=PROD  

Access Date: 8/3/2012 
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CHAPTER III 

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 

3.1. Historical Overview 

For the past seven years, Amsted Rail has been conducting research seeking a feasible 

method of measuring the load carried by a bearing.  For the last two years, The University of 

Texas Pan-American Materials Laboratory has continued the work started by IONX, a subsidiary 

of Amsted Rail, and Steinmetz Inc.   A thorough review of possible load-monitoring systems was 

conducted before deciding to focus on MEMS devices and strain gauges.  Much of this 

investigation involved a review of existing technologies, seeking an economic, resilient device 

with an operating temperature range of -40ºC to 150ºC (-40ºF to 302ºF)  that was not driven by 

position monitoring.  Appendix A shows a table with a listing of all the load sensing devices that 

were considered, including internet references and prices.  Once the literature and specifications 

of commercially available sensors were assessed, some devices were discarded while others went 

on to experimental testing to determine whether the instruments would be applicable to the 

SmartPad™.   Many load measurement devices were dismissed because they either lacked 

required durability or were incapable of producing useful data.  

The first prototype of the SmartPad™ was tested  y UTPA. It utilized a Peratech 

polyamide quantum tunneling sensor
2
.  Quantum Tunneling Composite (QTC) technology 

                                                 
2
 http://www.peratech.com/qtctechnology.php  Access Date: 04/05/2012 
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generates a signal as a response to an applied force; the material changes from an electrical 

insulator to a metal-like conductor when it is under pressure. This prototype was built by IONX 

and Steinmetz Inc. who provided the ground work for the development of the SmartPad™.  They 

were the first to encounter the difficulties presented by the thermoplastic as a carrier for 

temperature and load sensors.   

IONX and Peratech worked together to create a sensor that would have thermal 

properties capable of withstanding temperatures varying from -40ºC to 100ºC (-40ºF to 212ºF); 

however, the sensor did not tolerate high loads.  Testing revealed that QTC materials have a 

trade-off between large temperature spans and high load ranges, and the cell was dismissed 

because of its inability to respond beyond 17% (6077.5 lbf) of full load.  The consensus between 

UTPA and Amsted Rail’s su sidiaries was that the sensor was una le to sense a load  ecause of 

the pad’s deformation due to creep (refer to § 3.2.1). 

Consequently, the attention turned to a new technology: conductive polymers.  The idea 

of creating a conductive Adapter Plus™ for load sensing was quite unconventional.  The pad 

would be composed of thermoplastic polyurethane - carbon black (TPU-CB) mix. As it 

compressed, resistance would be measured.  The carbon black, under load, form new chain 

associations within the polyurethane, creating pathways that would allow for conduction in the 

polymer, reducing its resistance.   

In order for an elastomer to be a conductive polymer, its carbon black aggregate needs to 

reach a percolation threshold.  “The transition from an insulator material to a conductor can  e 

approached by the percolation theory [in which] the gradual addition of conductive carbon 

particles into an insulator polymer matrix leads to the critical concentration” [15].  In other 

words, once a sufficient amount of carbon black is present in the TPU-CB mix the polymer 
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becomes conductive; this is called the percolation point.  According to the literature, 15% to 20% 

carbon black would be required to reach the percolation threshold; experimentation confirmed 

this.  

Several puck-sized samples were mixed and tested. Achieving conductance was not a 

pro lem,  ut “electrical resistance creep”  ehavior was o served.  In other words, the TPU-CB 

mix presented what Wang calls a time-dependence of electrical resistance under uniaxial 

pressure [16].  The thermo-plastic polyurethane once again presented creep issues that affected 

its new conductive properties.  Resistance readings would not hold because the pad continued to 

creep, so carbon black was then mixed with E-530D polyurethane thermoset to provide 

displacement stability. However, thermosets and polyurethane are not compatible with carbon 

black, and the mechanical properties of the polymer degraded. Percolation was never reached 

(refer to § 3.2.2). 

New sensor technology was sought from commercial sources and in the research 

literature.  Microstrain’s displacement sensors were considered keeping in mind that measuring 

compression of the pad material through deformation would be challenging given the significant 

creep rates witnessed in the polymer pad.  FlexiForce®
3
 high temperature force and load sensors 

are similar in operation to QTC technology and are limited to 100lb maximum load.   Loadstar™ 

iLoad Flex
4
 capacitive sensors only support temperatures up to 70ºC, meaning that if they 

managed to survive loadings they would not work at operating temperatures.  Fiber Optic 

Sensors from FISO such as FOP-MSL
5
 side-looking industrial pressure sensors are expensive for 

this application and do not provide appropriate load ranges.   

                                                 
3
 http://www.tekscan.com/flexible-force-sensors  Access Date: 04/05/2012 

4
 http://www.loadstarsensors.com/force-measurement-capacitive-sensors.html  Access Date: 04/05/2012 

5
 http://www.fiso.com/section.php?p=21  Access Date: 04/05/2012 
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Miniature load cells
6
 from Measurement Specialties™ or Transducer Techniques™ are 

too expensive to be considered, running to hundreds of dollars for one sensor.  Futek’s Force 

Sensors
7
 provide durability and optimal temperature spans but not the appropriate load ranges.  

Solid state digital position sensors from Honeywell® and Linear Variable Differential 

Transformers (LVDTs)
8
 rely on pad displacement, which is problematic because the pad 

deformation seen is not consistent.  Magnetic Field Sensors are problematic because of the large 

amount of metal in the suspension assembly; too much feedback will be present for them to work 

efficiently (refer to Appendix A).   

At this stage two sensors stood out: MEMS pressure dies and piezo transducers.  The 

MEMS devices are specialized for Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) products.  In other 

words, Amsted Rail would be able to purchase these dies and incorporate them into a product 

that would have their label.  Unfortunately, UTPA had trouble obtaining the MEMS dies because 

of its status as a research institution.  Many companies that sold the product were reluctant to sell 

samples to research laboratories because they were afraid that their product would be reverse 

engineered.  So the MEMS dies were temporarily placed on the “ ack  urner” and piezo-

ceramics came into the spotlight.  

Piezo-ceramics (PZTs) provided two major advantages.  First, piezo-transducers have the 

ability to generate electrical charge from mechanical strain (vibrations).  Their electric output is 

proportional to the force applied and the volume of the ceramic element.  Incorporating a piezo 

sensor into the railcar suspension assembly meant energy generation and feedback on vibration 

impact loading.  Second, the technology is mature.  Piezos are well-established transducers.   

                                                 
6
 http://www.transducertechniques.com/lbo-load-cell.aspx  Access Date: 04/05/2012 

7
 http://www.futek.com/product.aspx?t=force  Access Date: 04/05/2012 

8
 https://commerce.honeywell.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/eSystemDisplay?catalogId=10251&storeId= 

10651&categoryId=14027&langId=-3   Access Date: 04/05/2012 
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They are commonly used in sensing equipment such as actuators, MEMs devices, and 

even accelerometers utilized in Amsted Rail research.  Backpacks designed by the armed forces 

utilize them to charge batteries, and they are used to harvest crowd energy in places such as the 

Tokyo Subway Station
9
.  All together piezo-ceramics or films seemed like a promising solution 

for the SmartPad™ load sensor product.  

 

Figure 6: Possible Piezo-Ceramic and Temperature SmartPad™ Configuration 

 

The idea seemed simple enough: place a piezo-ceramic or a piezo-film in the 

polyurethane and measure the voltage generated.  As expected, the ceramic cracked, but that did 

not hinder its ability to produce a significant voltage reading.  On the other hand, the piezo-film 

                                                 
9
 http://www.engadget.com/2008/12/11/piezoelectrics-installed-in-tokyo-railway-station-floors-generat/ 

            Access Date: 04/05/2012 
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would require amplification because the voltage output was minimal.  Although the voltage 

generated by the piezo-electrics was steady and reliable, using the signal to measure both static 

and dynamic loading was more difficult than expected.   

Because of the way piezo-ceramics generate voltage, dynamic loading is relatively easy 

to measure.  After an applied force, piezo-electrics generate a voltage that quickly decays in 

magnitude     a phenomenon referred to as charge leakage.  So long as there are dynamic forces, 

there is voltage generated, and the charge leakage is minimal.  However, test results showed that 

there would be dynamic range issues.  It would be challenging to attempt to build a device, 

whether analog or digital, which could distinguish between gradually loading cargo on a railcar 

and a sudden spike in voltage due to a bump on the track.  Even if this problem was resolved, 

dynamic readings would continue to be much easier to acquire than keeping a constant signal for 

static loadings.  Having to gauge static loads implies a need to store a particular voltage reading 

either as an analog or a digital signal. 

Many electronics are subject to charge leakage, and what makes the issue particularly 

difficult is the fact that any small offset value will create an error that accumulates with time.  

The problem is essentially that one needs to integrate the voltage reading and store a running 

value of that integral; holding an accurate signal over a long period of time would be virtually 

impossible.  Furthermore, even if a reset could be placed periodically at a zeroed value (e.g. 

unloaded railcar), accuracy would be lost in situations where loading of the vehicle changes 

slowly over time, for example as the car is being loaded or unloaded.  Although patented 

technology that generates a static monitoring system with PZTs currently exists, it probably 

would not be applicable to a prolonged railroad application.  
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In his patent titled “System and Method for Load Sensing Using Piezoelectric Effect” 

Robert X. Gao from the University of Massachusetts provides proof that static loading can be 

measured utilizing piezo-electrics, feedback capacitors, and microprocessors [17].  Figure 7 

illustrates the capabilities of the patented technology for static load situations.  Gao and Sovenyi 

were able to hold a load measurement for at least five minutes, which is a great achievement 

when utilizing piezo-transducers. Unfortunately, for a prolonged application, five minutes or 

even an hour would not suffice.  Research and experimentation eventually concluded that 

creating a piezo sensor that could record a static load over a period of weeks, or even months, 

would generate a significant amount of error due to drift caused by charge leakage (refer to 

§3.2.3). 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of Strain Gauge and Piezoelectric Load Measurements [17] 
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After piezo-ceramics were discarded as a viable solution, MEMS sensors were revisited.  

Eventually a pressure die provider was identified.  Merit Sensor™ Industries sold sample 

pressure sensors for OEM applications, and through Amsted Rail they were able to provide 

UTPA with sufficient samples to run several tests.  The current work developed in this thesis 

with Merit Sensor™ technology is something that has never been done in the instrumentation 

industry.  The idea of utilizing a pressure sensor as a load cell is innovative.  The MEMS is low-

cost and thus allows for redundancy within the pad, providing a more accurate load profile for 

the pad through information averaging.  Further development of this technology will be 

discussed in Chapter IV.  

 MEMS pressure sensor dies are not the only solution for the SmartPad™ project that 

currently appears promising.  Strain gauges provide stability for any load measuring device.  

Although they are considered a mature technology, strain gauges were not seen as the ideal 

solution for assessing the load carried by the pad.  The UTPA research group was informed that 

Amsted Rail had conducted years of research involving strain gauges, and their results were not 

applicable for a load sensor mechanism.  As a consequence, strain gauges had been dismissed 

almost immediately.  However, while on a trip to Steinmetz, Inc. and IONX, the idea of utilizing 

strain gauges was revisited.  After reflecting on the research conducted by the two companies, 

new ideas incorporating the whole pad assembly evolved.   A re-design of the pad and bearing 

adapter geometry would allow for an insert; this steel piece would be placed underneath the pad, 

in a groove on the bearing adapter holding all three forms of monitoring sensors.  Temperature, 

vibration and load measurement devices would be placed in the metal sensor insert described in 

Chapter V.   
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3.2. Experimental Research 

3.2.1. Polyamide Quantum Tunneling Composites (QTC) Sensors 

The SmartPad’s™ initial development originated with QTC material load cells.  Peratech, 

along with IONX, worked on creating a feasible sensor that could be embedded in the pad.  The 

load gauging element needed to survive impact forces ranging up to 60,000 lbf.  Furthermore, 

Steinmetz provided an appropriate casing and tested the preliminary SmartPad™ prototype to 

determine if it would pass AAR regulations.   

The sensor was affixed to a polycarbonate casing using a hard epoxy.  The case sat under 

a steel membrane placed in a groove in the steel adapter.  Because the sensor was now cased in 

polycarbonate and steel, it had sufficient protection against shear forces generated by the 

movement of the adapter and pad.  The sensor and its polycarbonate casing and steel cap were 

then cast in the polyurethane pad; this can be seen in both Figure 8 and Figure 9.  After the pad 

passed all AAR testing, it was shipped to the UTPA Materials laboratory for further calibration 

testing. 

 

Figure 8: I5.0 SmartPad™ Prototype (Courtesy of Steinmetz) 
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Figure 9: Bottom View of the I5.0 SmartPad™ Prototype  

Seen is the Polycarbonate Casing with the Peratech Sensor (Courtesy of Steinmetz) 

 

Figure 10: MTS® Testing Assembly of I5.0 SmartPad™ Prototypes 
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Four SmartPads™ were tested using a Materials Testing System Sintech 65G screw-

driven machine, and each provided a voltage reading as a basis for an applied load.  The load 

would increase in intervals of 1000 lbf and hold for five minutes until it reached a full railcar 

load of 35,750 lbf.  

Figure 10 shows the assembly that utilizes a fully-built bearing sitting on the bearing 

adapter to distribute the load placed on the SmartPad™.  Underneath the bearing is a secondary 

adapter used as a base for the setup.  Unfortunately, the prototype did not perform as expected.   

Figure 11 shows the voltage readings vs. the compressive load carried by all four prototypes.  

The pad sensitivity after 4000 lbf is minimal.  Initially, the results were attributed to the creep the 

pad experiences.  In other words, the consensus was that the material’s creep displacement would 

not allow the sensor to see changes in loading.  

 

Figure 11: SmartPad™ Prototype 1 QTC Sensor Testing April 2010  
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 However, the second test, conducted on October 7, 2011, established that the sensors 

essentially “ ottomed out.”  In other words, they were incapa le of measuring any loading past 

6000 lbf.  A second effort was made to use the Peratech Sensors.  This test used thermoset 

material for the pad, which reduces creep.  The new idea involved encasing the sensor in a steel 

membrane and filling it with an encapsulating gel, as seen in Figure 12.  Dow-Corning gel 3-

4207, the fluid silicone dielectric gel, also utilized in MEMS sensor development, provided a 

method of transmitting a force applied to the sensor.  

 

Figure 12: SmartPad™ with an Encapsulated Peratech Sensor, 

 Temperature Sensors (yellow), and Accelerometer (red) 
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The experimental assembly consisted of a Peratech sensor placed in between two washers 

with aluminum foil underneath to provide a means of encapsulating the gel.  Once the gel was 

cured, the assem ly was cast in Chempoint’s thermoset polyurethane S900 to reduce the creep 

that was initially seen by the thermoplastic of the previous I5.0 SmartPad™ prototype.  

 
 

Figure 13: Peratech Sensor Encased in Washers filled with Cured Encapsulating Gel 

 

Two sensor assemblies were tested as pucks in a hydraulic MTS® universal machine.  

The loading was held constant regardless of displacement of the puck.  Both specimens were 

subject to cycles that consisted of maintaining 17% railcar vertical loading for two minutes, 

releasing it for thirty seconds, and then ramping up to 34%.  Approximately seven minutes into 

the test, both specimens “ ottomed out.”  The QTC instruments emitted zero voltage for any 

loading above 17%, making them unusable in our application.  The testing results are shown in 

Figure 14 and Figure 15. 
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Figure 14: Voltage vs Time for Peratech QTC Sensor Puck Specimen 1 

 

 
Figure 15: Voltage vs Time for Peratech QTC Sensor Puck Specimen 2 
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3.2.2. Conductive Polymers: CB-TPU 

In conductive polymers conductivity is affected by the dispersion of CB within a specific 

polymer.  The elastic properties of carbon and its particle size influence the orientation of the 

aggregates.  As a consequence, different elastomers generate different ranges of resistivity 

values.   

According to Yamaguchi et al., resistivity of a loaded CB-filled elastomer is dependent 

on the movement and orientation of filler aggregates (CB).  Because the filler material is not 

evenly spaced and spherical, the material undergoes breakdown of network structures. This 

collapse of the conductive paths causes resistivity to increase within the polymer [18].  On the 

other hand, as a conductive polymer is compressed, the conductive pathways are aligned; more 

carbon particles come into contact with one another, creating a constant conduction    the 

percolation point.   

The information for the testing of the CB-TPU mix was gathered from literature.  In 

particular Yamaguchi, Busfield, and Thomas conducted a three part study on the electrical and 

mechanical properties of carbon black-filled elastomers.  Although their study did not include 

polyurethane, much of their results can be utilized in understanding the CB-TPU mix.  The first 

part of their study involved the effect of strain on these properties.  Tests were conducted on two 

different CB filled elastomers with different amounts of CB content: Natural Rubber (NR) and 

Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR). 

 The electrical properties differ greatly between the two elastomers. NR has much lower 

resistivity than SBR with the same CB content. The authors explain that this effect has to do with 

the polar properties of SBR particles. The greater polarity of this polymer allows for any carbon 

to be dispersed within the SBR, and as a result greater resistivity is attained [18].  This once 
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again reinforces the fact that elastic properties influence the aggregate within the polymers. For 

the current research, it was important to understand the effects that polyurethane would have on 

the conductivity of the CB-TPU mix. 

 The three-article study provided useful information that would influence testing.  First, 

the first load cycle would have a significant conductivity change.  Second, the material would 

require stabilizing.  In other words, the material would have creep to saturation. It would have to 

be held under load for a specific amount of time until the conductivity would cease to change, 

even if the deformation never stopped changing.  Third, regardless of the polymer stability, 

hysteresis would always be present upon unloading.   

 It is important to mention that carbon-filled material acts similarly under tension and 

compression.  However, during compression there is a greater breakdown of CB aggregate 

pathways [19]. Consequently, there is a greater change of electrical resistivity during 

compression than tension. Since the SmartPad™ is a compression application; the changes in 

conductivity would be enhanced.  

Strain effects on the mechanical properties were relatively insignificant.  Results of their 

study suggest that at large strain there is slippage of the elastomer molecules over the surface of 

the CB-filler, thus producing a softening effect. Mechanical anisotropy increases because of the 

material behavior.  There were minor changes in the stress-strain relationship of the CB-filled 

elastomer.  This indicated that the carbon black network breakdown has very little effect on the 

mechanical behavior but a much greater effect on the resistivity [18]. 
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Testing began with a conductive 

grade CB-TPU mix.  The ether-based 

thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer 

(ESD C1200 T-85A) was provided by 

RTP Company (The product Data Sheet 

is provided in Appendix C).  The use of 

commercially available material allowed 

for a rapid product development and 

eliminated many issues regarding a new 

formulation.  One possible use of this 

material was to make the entire pad out 

if and then obtain conductivity readings 

taken from the small metal inserts seen in the image.  

Specimens were prepared via injection molding for testing. Small cylindrical coupons 

with a diameter of two inches and a thickness of 0.3 inches were tested utilizing the universal 

MTS® machine; the setup can be seen in Figure 17.   The goal was to determine conductivity of 

the pucks, and determine their stability for sensor development.  A 20 volt input was generated 

and current was measured as the load was raised in increments of 100 lbf.  Increasing the load to 

3,500 lbf was sufficient for an accurate comparison of a specimen whose approximate area of 

3.14 in
2
 was compared to the ratio of the pad’s surface area (26.3  in

2
) and 100% of load applied 

(35,750 lbf).  The conductivity results, seen in Figure 18, were very promising; the continuous 

climb in amperage suggested it would be possible to calibrate the conductive polymer with 

applied loading.  

 

 

Figure 16: Conductive Elastomer Pad Model 
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Figure 17: Universal MTS® Setup for Conductive Polymer Puck  

 

 
Figure 18: Conductive Polymer ESD C1200 T-85A  
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A three-day cyclic test was conducted to determine durability of conductivity.  The 

MTS® machine load was cycled at 5Hz frequency a million times from 600 to 1900 lbf.  

Conductivity was measured every thirty minutes at a paused load of 1200 lbf.  The results of the 

experiment shown in Figure 18 indicate that conductivity improves with increased load cycling.  

Although promising for any conductive application, it was the first indication of “electrical 

creep” in the elastomer.  In other words, the elastomer would not cycle with a fixed conductivity.  

If the polymer were to  e used for a load sensor application it would require “settling” to 

sta ilize its morphology.  The data collected showed a “settling time” of at least three days to 

reach electrical equilibrium.   

 

 

Figure 19: Three Day Cycling Test of ESD C1200 T-85A Puck-Sized Sample 
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Furthermore, a stress-strain curve determined that material properties of the CB-TPU mix 

were different from those in the polyurethane material currently used in the pad.  Coupons used 

were standard ASTM tensile bars.  In general, carbon black reduces the hysteresis losses in a 

polymer while raising the stiffness.  Figure 20 below compares the stress-strain behavior of the 

conductive TPU (ESD 1200-C T85A) to the standard green material used in the Adapter Plus™ 

pad.  The base resin for the conductive material is less stiff than the pad material so that even 

after the addition of carbon black it remains more flexible.  There is, however, significantly less 

hysteresis shown by the material.  Using a softer TPU compound material would give the pad a 

reduced service life due to lower abrasion resistance and shear strength.   

 

Figure 20: Stress-Strain Curve of TPU and CB-TPU Mix 
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 Both the “electrical creep” and the reduction of service life were unsatisfactory; a new 

material was required.  The hope was that changing the material from a thermoplastic to a 

thermoset would eliminate creep issues.  Chempoint’s thermoset polyurethane S900 was 

ultrasonically mixed with a powdered form of Colum ia’s car on  lack and cast.  With only 2% 

carbon black content the mechanical properties of the urethane were affected, since the carbon 

black made the material brittle and unstable.  Voids were visible in all cast specimens; this can 

be seen in Figure 21 and Figure 22.  Addition of more than traces of powdered carbon black to a 

thermoset urethane causes a loss of important mechanical properties.  In a fully cast pad the 

carbon black did not disperse consistently; visible black specks created brittle areas within the 

sample (see Figure 23). 

The option to utilize a conductive polymer as a transducer was dismissed after many 

castings of the thermoset carbon black mix and many attempts to stabilize the CB-TPU mix.  

Although research continues regarding a stable CB-TPU mix, the material is no longer 

considered a possible load measurement element. 

  

Figure 21: Compressive Coupon Puck with 2% Carbon Black with Polyurethane S900 
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Figure 22: Standard ASTM Tensile Bar with 2% Carbon Black with Polyurethane S900 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 23: 0.5% Carbon Black with Polyurethane S900 Casting 
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3.2.3. Piezo Transducers Testing 

            In order to assess the usefulness of piezo transducers for the SmartPad™, studies were 

conducted to determine whether the ceramic and film material produced a significant voltage 

signal.  The piezo-ceramic material was purchased from STEMiNC©
10

 while the film
11

 was 

 ought from Measurement Specialties™.   

Table 2 shows the specific piezo-ceramics purchased and tested as cast puck specimens.  

Piezo-electric properties of each material can be found in Appendix B using the description 

provided by the Type column.  Curie temperature    which is the point where the polarity of the 

piezo dissipates because  of the material’s crystal structure changes to a simple cu ic symmetry 

with no dipole moment    had to be evaluated to determine if the ceramics  and film were suitable 

for railroad applications [20].  The temperatures provided for the ceramics were above the 

maximum service temperature, while the film sensor’s voltage output was affected by 

temperature above 70ºC (158ºF) which limited this application. 

 

 

Table 2: Piezo-ceramic Parts Tested 

Type STEMiNC© P/N Dimensions 

SM111 SMPL45W45T28111 45X45X2.8mm 
(1.77X1.77X0.11in) 

SM410 
Navy Type V 

SMPL21W21T05410 21X21X0.55mm 
(0.83X0.83X0.022in) 

SM410S 
Navy Type V 

SMPL3W3T05410 3X3X0.55mm 
(0.12X0.12X0.022in) 

                                                 
10

 http://www.steminc.com/index.asp  Access Date: 07/05/2012 
11

 http://www.meas-spec.com/product/t_product.aspx?id=5435   Access Date: 07/05/2012 
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3.2.3.1. Power Harvesting. Piezo-

ceramics varying in volume were cast 

into different specimens using the pre-

polymer material C600D and placed 

under cyclic load compression scenarios 

(for casting information see Appendix C 

and D).  Much of the data gathered 

suggested that the material was suitable 

for dynamic load monitoring and energy 

harvesting.  No long-term testing was 

conducted, but rather, information was 

collected over 30 seconds of cyclic 

loading provided by the servo-hydraulic 

MTS®.  A standard TDS1001b Tektronix 

oscilloscope was used to gather the 

voltage information for every tested 

sample. The piezo-ceramic specimens 

were cast with brass shim stock which 

covered the full area of the ceramic 

attached with conductive glue. The stock 

was used as leads to measure voltage 

across the ceramic (see Figure 25 and 

Figure 24).  

Figure 25: Model of a Cast Piezo-Ceramic with 

Brass Shim Stock as Leads   

Figure 24:  MTS® Setup for Cast Piezo with 

 Brass Shim Stock 
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The testing with the SM111 provided the most promising voltage signals due to its much 

larger volume than the other two samples.  At frequencies of 1Hz, 2Hz, and 4Hz, load was varied 

from 4000 lbf (≈ 0%Load) to 16,500 lbf (≈ 50%), producing 250 voltage peak-to-peak for the 

SM111 while the SM410 provided only 20 volts peak-to-peak (see Figure 26).   

 

Figure 26: Voltage Data for SM111 and SM410 with an Applied Load  

of 3600 lbf (10%Load) to 16,000 lbf (≈  5%) at 2 z Frequency  

 

Voltage data was collected to evaluate the suitability of piezo-materials as energy 

harvesters.  The first task was to collect data using the voltage drop across a 1kΩ resistor [21].  

The voltage source could then be used to calculate maximum theoretical power using the 

following relation: 
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Where   is power,     is Thevinin peak-to-peak voltage changed to     , and        is the short 

circuit amplitude of the current across the 1kΩ resistor.  At a 2Hz frequency, the load was varied 

from 10% to 50% of full load once more to gather the results seen in Figure 27. Using the 

formulas for short circuit current and theoretical power, calculations provided promising results. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 27: Voltage Drop across a 1kΩ Resistor with a 2Hz Applied Cyclic Load 
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The calculated theoretical power could potentially be enough that the piezo could be used 

for energy harvesting to power a future SmartPad™.  Furthermore, if at any point static piezo 

load measurements were to be possible, piezo ceramics ensure a “3-in-1 solution” for the 

application. Piezos could be used for energy harvesting, static and dynamic load measurements; 

thus providing two of the three of desired health monitoring devices: load and vibration data.    

 3.2.3.2. Load Calculation. Once power-harvesting analysis was completed, the next task 

was to utilize voltage results to determine whether a load amplitude trend with a particular 

reference point could be derived.  Two tests were performed: one with the SM111 puck sample 

seen in energy harvesting (Figure 25) and a second with a pad with several sensors embedded 

(see Figure 28 and Figure 29).     

 

Theoretical Power Calculations 

Step 1: 

 

 

Measured Thevinin Voltage 

250 volts peak to peak 

(from Figure 26) 
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Step 2: rms Voltage 

Step 3: Short Circuit Current Using a 

1kΩ Resistor 
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Figure 28: Multiple Sensors Cast Adapter Plus Pad™ 

 

 

Figure 29: Close-Up Multiple Sensors Cast Adapter Plus Pad™ 
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Figure 30: Hydraulic MTS® Set-up with Multiple Sensor-Cast 

 Adapter Plus™ and External Accelerometer 

 

In an attempt to fit the pad assembly within the confines of the MTS®, a machined 

bearing adapter provided support for the cast Adapter Plus™ pad while a steel block distributed 

the load evenly on top of the pad shown in Figure 30.  Once again voltage was measured with the 

previously used data acquisition system.  The objective was to compare the voltage acquired 

with the previous SM111 ceramic puck as well as test multiple sensors. However, there were 

limitations due to the MTS®.  The hydraulic machine was not able to complete large load 

changes over the desired frequency rates.  Along with working with a larger area, the 

compression loads were much smaller than those used for the previous experiment.   
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Figure 31: Piezo-Ceramic and Film Voltage Output 

 

Load was cycled at a rate of 4Hz from 3,040 lbf  (≈8.5% of full load) to 6,080 lbf (≈17% 

of full load).  As expected, the film produced a small voltage signal, while the ceramic block 

produced a signal nearly ten times larger (see Figure 31).  The challenge was then to calculate 

the applied load from the measured voltage.  American Piezo Ceramic (APC) International, Ltd. 

provides guidelines and calculations for converting an applied force to a static voltage, as well as 

an applied voltage to a particular static change in length, width, or height [20].  Appendix B 

provides an extended version of calculations utilized in solving for said voltage and displacement 

values.   
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The APC International, Ltd. book Piezoelectric Ceramics: Principles and Applications, 

provides definitions of each physical property.  The piezoelectric constants are oriented with 

respect to the Cartesian coordinate system and the polarity of the material (see Figure 32). 

Generally the positive direction of the z-axis is made to coincide with positive polarity of the 

ceramic [20].   The anisotropy of the material allows the piezo properties to be determined by 

both the direction of the applied mechanical or electric force and the directions perpendicular to 

the applied force [20].  Each constant is assigned two subscripts referenced to particular 

directions: the first referring to the stress, and the second to the strain [20].  Figure 32 defines the 

standard rectangular system with the respective numerical attributed values of x, y, and z-axes 

and shear values.  

  
 

Figure 32: Direction of Forces Affecting Piezo-electric Element 
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Table 3: Piezo Electric Constants 

Constants Variations 
Definitions   

[20] 

Piezoelectric 

Charge Constant 
   ,    ,     

 
Piezoelectric charge constant is the polarization 

generated per unit of mechanical stress ( ) applied to a 
piezoelectric material or, alternatively, is the 

mechanical strain ( ) experienced by a piezoelectric 
material per unit of electric field applied. 

Piezoelectric 

Voltage Constant 
   ,    ,     

 
Piezoelectric voltage constant is the electric field 
generated by a piezoelectric material per unit of 
mechanical stress applied or, alternatively, is the 
mechanical strain experienced by a piezoelectric 
material per unit of electric displacement applied. 

Permittivity    
 ,    

 
 

 
Permittivity for a piezoelectric ceramic material is the 

dielectric displacement per unit electric field. 

Elastic Compliance    
 ,    

  

 
The elastic compliance is the strain produced in a 

piezoelectric material per unit of stress applied and, for 
the 11 and 33 directions, is the reciprocal of the 

modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus,   ) 

Young’s Modulus   
  

Young’s Modulus is an indicator of the stiffness 
(elasticity) of a ceramic material. 

Electromechanical 

Coupling Factor 

   ,  ,    ,    

 

 
The electromechanical coupling factor is an indicator of 

the effectiveness with which a piezoelectric material 
converts electrical energy into mechanical energy, or 

converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 

Dielectric 

Dissipation Factor 
      

 
The dielectric dissipation factor for a ceramic material is 

the tangent of the dielectric loss angle.       is 
determined by the ratio of effective conductance to 

effective susceptance in a parallel circuit, measured by 
using an impedance bridge. Values for       typically 

are determined at 1 kHz. 

Frequency 

Constants 
  ,   ,    

 
Frequency constants are determined when an 

unrestrained piezoelectric ceramic element is exposed 
to a high frequency alternating electric field, an 

impedance minimum, the planar or radial resonance 
frequency, coincides with the series resonance 

frequency,   . 
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For the rectangular piezo element, using the voltage calculation for a force applied in the 

   direction and the     constant, the voltage gathered could be converted to applied load values 

and compared favorably to the load measured by the frame load cell.  This suggests that the 

materials are suited for dynamic load applications.  Furthermore, Appendix B contains piezo 

electric constants for the ceramics used in experiments as well as a table for modes of vibration.  

The rectangular SM111 piezo-ceramic element voltage was measured then converted using 

voltage formula supplied by Appendix B: 

  
     ℎ

𝑙𝑤
 

The voltage recorded is based on the conductive area of the piezo-ceramic plates.  Figure 33 and 

Figure 34 show both calculations for voltage and forces.  The complete formulas used for 

calculations are seen above each figure; red constants are a consequence of a reduction of contact 

area, seen in Figure 29 as a small soldered wire connection, while the green are conversion 

factors from newtons to lbf.  

 

 

Figure 33: Measured and Calculated Load Using Piezo electric Constants for Figure 29 
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Figure 34: Measured and Calculated Volts Using Piezo Electric Constants for Figure 29 

  

Outputs gathered during MTS® testing to determine 

theoretical power output using the rectangular puck seen in  

Figure 35 were also used to calculate voltage and applied 

loads.  Once again the formula seen in Appendix B was used 

with a preset constant based on the area of conductivity.   

Figure 36 and Figure 37 show the graphs of the calculated 

and measured voltage and load outputs.  Once again the 

computations are shown above each graph, with values in 

green as conversion factors, and red values as measurements 

of area and reference point value for the load.  
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Figure 35: Piezo with Larger 

Conductive Area Using Brass 

Shim Stock 
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Figure 36: Measured and Calculated Load Using Piezo electric Constants for Figure 35 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Measured and Calculated Load Using Piezo electric Constants for Figure 35 
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CHAPTER IV 

MICRO-ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEMS (MEMS) AS LOAD SENSORS  

4.1. Introduction 

Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) silicone dies are microstructures that are 

used for small embedded applications when pressure monitoring is desired.  Most of these 

MEMS chips are piezo-resistive pressure sensors utilized for OEM applications that measure 

pressure in different types of fluid including air, water, fuel, oil, and even blood.  They are 

utilized in the aerospace field for flight control surface positioning, auto-piloting, jet engine 

throttle and thrust reverser controls, valve controls, and turbine actuators [22].  They are also 

used in industrial applications, such as paint and agriculture sprayers, and in the medical industry 

for blood pressure, catheter tips, and respirator sensors [22].  Although their applications are 

numerous, MEMS dies have never before been incorporated into an elastomer suspension 

element to measure load.   

MEMS dies supply a differential voltage output and are powered through wire bonds, the 

typical method of interconnecting integrated circuitry.  Most wire diameters range from only ten 

to one-hundred micrometers.  If these fine leads were placed directly on the elastomer element 

the bonds would be crushed and cause the sensor to malfunction.  Thus, for the most part, wire 

bonding limits their application to fluidic environments. 
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As a consequence, MEMS pressure dies are an unconventional option for the SmartPad™ 

project. However, their advantages, based on their specifications, were too great to eliminate 

them as possible load-measurement devices.  The MEMS devices are low-cost and thus can 

allow for redundancy within the pad.  In other words, more accurate load profiles for each pad 

can be measured by averaging information from multiple sensors. Operating temperatures for the 

dies range from -40°C (-40ºF) to 150°C (302ºF) which make them capable of enduring the harsh 

temperatures of railroad applications. 

It was clear that alternative methods of incorporating the MEMS dies into the elastomer 

pad system would be required.  The initial idea was to take advantage of the substantial material 

deformation the Adapter Plus™ undergoes in use.  The compressive force the pad sees in loading 

will create a distributed pressure within the elastomer that the sensor will measure via an 

embedded incompressible fluid pressure.  The viscid material will be uniformly distributed 

throughout a tube and will represent an average pressure on the pad.  This design would negate 

two disadvantages posed  y the Adapter Plus™ material and the MEMS sensor.  First the 

problematic, viscoelastic non-uniform pad deformation that prevents position monitoring and 

second the limitation the sensor has of only measuring fluidic environments. 

Designing a method of measuring a load by means of pressure proved to be a difficult 

task, and involved hours of planning and looking at the different die specifications. The 

operating design was a tube filled with the gel and capped by the sensor, all embedded in the 

elastomer element. The sensor itself would be located in areas of minimum stress and distortion 

to improve system durability as in Figure 38.  By placing the MEMS outside the loading area, 

the design ensures that there is sufficient pressure to provide accurate readings without crushing 

the wire bonds and the membrane upon loading.  The pressure transmitting media would be some 
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form of encapsulated liquid or gel.   By utilizing a dielectric gel material, the electronic 

components in the MEMS chip would be insulated in order to prevent false positive readings.   

 

 
Figure 38: Adapter Plus Modified with MEMS and Gel Tubing 

 

Along with isolating the pressure device from conductive materials, the encapsulant 

would serve as a shield for moisture, and also thermal and mechanical stresses.   The fluid 

utilized for most of the experiments described in this thesis was Dow-Corning gel 3-4207
12

; it is 

a silicone dielectric gel with an operating temperature range of -45°C (-49ºF) to 150°C (302ºF). 

It is a two-part blend with a 1:1 mixing ratio that can be cured with heat or at room temperature.  

The cured gel has a tacky nature, resulting in a unique ability to heal if torn or cut making it ideal 

for an embedded sensor application. 

                                                 
12

 Encapsulatants: 

http://www.dowcorning.com/content/etronics/etronicsencap/etronics_encap_tutorial1.asp?e=Tutorials     

Access Date: 06/15/2012 
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Another possible fluid carrier can be silicone oil.  Although it has yet to be tested in the 

current set-up, the reduced viscosity could provide better results and an easier means of 

degassing.  The oil would need to have dielectric properties, which can be easily obtained with a 

silicone based material, and a suitable temperature range for operating conditions and 

manufacturing purposes. 

In the search for an appropriate MEMS device two companies were considered: 

Measurement Specialties™ and Merit Sensors.  Two factors were taken into account to make the 

decision: size and  onding.  The Measurement Specialties™ devices require wire bonding and 

are difficult to incorporate into a mechanical system because of their size (see Appendix F). 

Casings for a die the size of 4.0 mm (0.1575 inches) x 3.0 mm (0.1181 inches) would be difficult 

to create in a laboratory environment.  The second option for the die was the S11-8000-11    a 

surface mountable device (SMD) from Merit Sensors (see Figure 39 and Appendix F).  The 

sensor packaging has a plate holding the chip with ready-made solder bonds, enclosed in a 

chimney cap, thus making the larger dimensions of 6.4mm (0.252 inches) x 6.4mm easier to 

work with. 

 

Figure 39: MEMS Merit Sensor S11-8000-11 SMD Series 
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4.2. Experimental Procedure 

4.2.1. Making the Puck Specimens 

For laboratory purposes, puck samples were created and tested to simulate the loading 

conditions of the pad.  In order to begin testing, pucks had to be cast with embedded gel-filled, 

polyurethane tubing.  Each sample was generated by filling the 6.5mm (0.2559 inches) inner 

diameter tubing with 3-4207 Dow Corning gel.  Initially most specimens were left open on one 

end, while the sensor was placed on the other.  The specimen was designed to have the tubing 

sensor assembly surrounded and sealed by cast thermoset polyurethane (see Figure 41 and Figure 

42).  However, after several pucks continued to leak, it was decided to ultrasonically seal all 

tubes in one end to prevent an outflow of gel, while keeping the sensor on the other end.  An 

8400 Branson Ultrasonic Welder
13

 was used to generate complete seals on the tubing using 

ultrasonic acoustic vibrations.  The results of ultrasonic welding are clean, localized welds (see 

Figure 40).    

 

Figure 40: Ultrasonically Sealed Tube with a MEMS Sensor in a Proto-typing Board 

                                                 
13

 http://www.usedultrasonicwelders.com/ Access     Date: 06/15/2012 
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In order to fill the pressure conduit, the 3-4207 Dow Corning gel required mixing and 

appropriate dispensing
14

.  The gel was mixed using a manual Devcon Mark V dispenser and a 

1:1 ratio static tip mixer.  The mixing and dispensing procedure is meant to prevent air bubble 

formation along the tube.  However, even with the appropriate materials, the presence of trapped 

air along the walls of the tubing was evident.  In an attempt to eliminate the voids, the specimens 

were placed in a vacuum chamber, but the two-minute curing time prevented the release of the 

entrapped air. The short cure time is a consequence of the exposure of gel to a small cylindrical 

area in ambient conditions. In other words, the gel cures faster in smaller volumes than in large 

batches.  In spite of laboratory degassing issues, production of consistent, bubble free sensor 

tubes should not be a long term problem as standard industrial filling machinery will resolve the 

issue.  

Before casting the sensor assembly, a Surfboard
15

 was soldered to the MEMS SMD 

sensor to properly mount wires that both power the sensor and measure voltage data.  For 

durability, the solder joints were covered with conformal coating 3-1953 from Dow Corning to 

prevent them from severing when shearing occurs.  3-1953 is a one part, clear, room temperature 

vulcanization (RTV) moisture cure that helps relieve stress because of its softness. The material 

provides a barrier between the solder connections and the elastomer to shield the connections. 

All samples were cast using square or cylindrical molds.  The tubing, sensor, and 

prototyping board were placed in the molds and sprayed with Pol-Ease 2300 Release Agent and 

the molding material was mixed and poured over and allowed to cure for one hour, it was then 

removed from the mold and allowed to post-cure for approximately 12-16 hours (see Figure 41 

and Figure 42).  

                                                 
14

 http://www.dowcorning.com/content/etronics/etronicsgels/gelencproc4.asp?DCWS=Electronics&DCWSS= 

    Encapsulants  Access Date: 06/15/2012 
15

 http://www.capitaladvanced.com/pdf%20documents/9210ids.pdf  Access Date: 06/15/2012 
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The casting process involves critical temperatures and appropriate weighing of materials 

to achieve a good cast specimen (detailed procedures can be found in Appendix D).  Pre-polymer 

material (S900, E530, and C600D) must be pre-heated 75-80ºC (167-176ºF) while the cylindrical 

or rectangular molds are set at 125ºC (257ºF).   

The curative, Duracure C3-LF, must be proportioned using the following equation: 

          
                         

    
 

Where              is the weight of the pre-polymer and curative in grams and the NCO 

(acronym denotes the formula –N=C=O) percent refers to isocyanates, highly reactive alcohols, 

that provide higher melting and hardness in polyurethane elastomers [23].  The NCO constant is 

provided in the data sheets for each individual material.  Once everything is heated, the curative 

and the pre-polymer are mixed using a figure eight stirring pattern, and the material taken to a 

 

Figure 41: Molds Holding the Tubing  

Before Pouring the Polyurethane 

 

Figure 42: Circular Puck  

Model with Tubing and Sensor 
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degassing chamber expands to at least three times its volume then deflates  as entrapped air 

escapes allowing for a bubble free cast.   

 The mixture was then poured into the molds and set to cure at a temperature of 125ºC 

(257ºF) for 20-60 minutes depending on the volume of casting or until the elastomer solidifies.  

After de-molding the pucks, the material was allowed to post-cure for 12 hours at 125ºC (257ºF).  

All samples were machined to have parallel top and bottom surfaces equal in area.  Most samples 

were created with S900 pre-polymer. The variations in material will be noted in each 

experimental result.  

4.2.3. Test Set-Up 

In the United States, a fully loaded railcar 

carries 35,750 lbf per bearing.  Each bearing has an 

Adapter Plus™ pad with an area of 2  in
2
,
 
indicating 

that each pad sees approximately 1490 psi at 100% 

loading.  For 17% (6077.5 lbf) loading    an empty car   

the stress is approximately 253 psi.  Using these 

stress values, appropriate loads were calculated for 

each puck as a function of its area. The system 

response was measured using a servo-hydraulic test 

frame to apply a cyclic load while the sensor output 

was collected (see Figure 43).  A differential voltage from each complete puck was read using a 

National Instruments (NI) Bus-Powered Multifunction Data Acquisition (DAQ) USB-6008
16

 

analog card and La View™. 

                                                 
16

 http://sine.ni.com/ds/app/doc/p/id/ds-218/lang/en   Access Date: 06/15/2012 

Figure 43: MTS® Compression Test 

with Cylindrical Specimen1 
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After sufficient working data was gathered, an instrumentation amplifier was created to 

amplify signal output.  A gain of approximately 200 was set up for the amplifier, making it 

possible to get a cleaner voltage signal for continuous testing.  The first puck sample was 

retested with the circuit, seen in Figure 44, using Microchip’s MCP 603 
17

 quad amplifier.  

Ultimately, the project required a zero-drift amplifier and the MCP was replaced with Linear 

Technology’s LTC 053
18

.  

 

Figure 44: Instrumentation Amplifier Schematics 

 

4.3. Experimental Results 

The first experiment was with a circular puck with a 2" diameter and a height of 1" made 

from E-530 pre-polymer.  The piece was placed in between the servo-hydraulic MTS® 

compression plates and voltage was measured.  A two hertz sinusoidal compression cycle 

ranging in stress from 229 psi (1,420 lbf), about 17% load, to 571 psi (3,559 lbf), 38% load, 

generated the voltage readings seen in Figure 45.  The resulting output in millivolts was a square 

wave capturing each step change in load.  Similar results were garnered at 4Hz.  The fact that the 

sensor consistently picked up changes in load was a  reakthrough for the pad sensor system.  

 owever, many issues needed to  e resolved.  

                                                 
17

 http://www.microchip.com/wwwproducts/Devices.aspx?dDocName=en528730    Access Date: 07/05/2012 
18

 http://www.linear.com/product/LTC1053 Access Date: 07/05/2012 
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Figure 45: Initial MEMS Tests Results 4Hz (Raw Voltage) 

 

 The first concern was the small amplitude of the signal.  In order to boost the signal 

resolution and range, an amplifier was added to the circuit with a gain of approximately 200.   

The puck was retested with the same cyclic loading scenario. Figure 46 shows the results of the 

2 z cyclic test.  The frequency of load cycles was then changed to   z shown in Figure 47.  The 

  z signal dropped in voltage not completing the sinusoidal wave pattern.  Prior to the each 

drop, however, the voltage signal was similar in amplitude to the testing conducted at a 

frequency of 2 z.  Furthermore, the output of the device follows every change in load regardless 

of frequency, showing promise for the MEMS device in a weight scale application. Even though 

testing was not run at  00% load, the information gathered was sufficient to warrant further 

investigation. 
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Figure 46:  Cylindrical Specimen      2Hz (17% to 38% of Full Load) Amplified 

 

 

Figure 47: Cylindrical Specimen      4Hz (17% to 38% of Full Load) Amplified 
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One more test was run with the cylindrical puck  efore it was disassem led for 

inspection.  Static loads were applied in thirty minute  locks to determine sensor drift.  The first 

two load steps gave excellent results with the output voltage holding steady and changing when 

the load was changed (shown in Figure 48).  After one hour, the signal dropped out again and 

only returned intermittently due to  reaks in wire connections.  Information regarding the 

cylindrical puck used for this series of tests can  e found in the trou leshooting section.  

 

 

Figure 48: Two Hour Static Test for Cylindrical Specimen 1  
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New samples were created for 18 hour testing using S900 as the pre-polymer material.   

The specimens were run at 17% of full load to 100% of full load and then back.  The voltage 

signal, although different from the cylindrical puck’s response, showed some consistency in 

loads after some settling occurred within the elastomer material. The “ reaking-in” of the 

specimen can be found in Figure 49, where the data was filtered using MATLAB before plotting.  

Figure 50 shows stable filtered readings from the same specimen with slight drift in the voltage 

readings.  These were attributed to the electronics.  As a consequence, the circuitry design 

changed to a zero-drift amplifier from Linear Technology, the LTC1053 quad amp.     

  

  
 

Figure 49: 1
st
 Rectangular Specimen-MTS® Test 1–17% to 100% Filtered Load Settling Time 
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 Figure 50: 1
st
 Rectangular Specimen-MTS® Test 2   17% to 100% Filtered Load Test 

 

A new specimen was cast using S900 pre-polymer material and tested with the LTC1053 

op-amp.  The 2nd rectangular specimen data was collected after the initial 4 to 6 hours of settling 

and the results can be seen in Figure 49.  The non-filtered information lacks the noise previously 

seen in the sensors and its response to load has minimal variation.  The data indicates that load 

can be measured consistently with the MEMS device.  Upon unloading and reloading for a 

second test (see Figure 51), several issues regarding the puck’s durability were addressed.  
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Figure 52, shows an offset upon reloading which might be a caused by entrapped air or leaking 

of the gel.  The change is much clearer when test 2 and test 3 are plotted in the same graph (see 

Figure 53).  The  u  les in the gel might  e causing the “shaky” readings in each load, or 

perhaps leaking could create the offsets in the data.  It is important to note that Test 2 shows a 

drop in voltage at 30 hours which is consistent with a malfunction of the MTS® and release of 

the load, providing further proof of the sensor’s ability to detect changes in loading. 

 

 

Figure 51: 2
nd

 Rectangular Specimen- MTS® Test 2   17% to 100% Unfiltered 
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Figure 52: 2

nd
 Rectangular Specimen- Test 3 Unfiltered Data from 17% to 100% Load 

 

 
Figure 53: Comparison of Test 2 and Test 3 for Same Puck Sample 
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4.4. Troubleshooting 

Each cast puck was disassem led for inspection.  The first specimen created provided the 

most relevant information for this thesis.  The puck was cut in half and the polyurethane tu ing 

was inspected (shown in Figure 54).  Noticea le air gaps can  e seen in Figure 55, and must  e 

avoided for the final design.  Air  u  le formation might  e critical in achieving repeata le 

results and eliminating drift or offsets in voltage readings.  Figure 56 shows the sensor’s ceramic 

cham er, which is square as were the original MEMS devices, and the silicone gel found within.  

After careful inspection, it was determined that the wire  ond connections had survived the 

loading.  The silicone gel was solidified and there were no apparent leaks; thus, the external 

wiring appeared to have  een the cause of the voltage drop.    

 

  

Figure 54: First Cast Specimen Puck Disassembled Showing Tubing and Cured Gel 
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Figure 55: Isolated Tubing with MEMS Sensor 

 

Figure 56:  Gel Found Within the Ceramic Casing of Sensor 

Gel pulled from inside sensor 
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For verification, the same sensor was reconnected to the circuitry and connected to the 

data acquisition.  The sensor was instrumented as a standalone MEMS device without any gel, or 

tubing, or casting material.  Data was gathered for approximately 1.5 seconds. When the ground 

cable was disconnected from the sensor, the same signal drop seen in the 4Hz cycles was 

observed (see Figure 57).  Two conclusions were drawn for the first experiments involving the 

cylindrical puck.  First, the wiring for the sensors will be difficult to incorporate in the pad due to 

the shear forces caused by compressive forces near the solder joints.  Second, MEMS devices are 

very durable.  The square sensor was embedded and removed several times from the elastomer 

environment, and continued to provide the same voltage readings.  

 
Figure 57: Troubleshooting Voltage Graph 
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4.5. Final Prototype 

Current work is focused on eliminating gel seeping out from cast specimens.  Most of the 

discrepancies (offsets, drift, etc.) in data are presently due to leaks in the system depicted in 

Figure 58.  The requirement for an electrical connection to the MEMS sensor and the need to 

seal the gel tube are somewhat in conflict.  The sealed tube creates stress-relief challenges for the 

electrical connection.  As a consequence, a better method is needed for encapsulating the sensor. 

 

 

Figure 58:  Gel Leaks during MTS® Testing of Cast Specimens 

 

A carrier block for the sensor is being incorporated, and improved procedures for 

producing the gel-filled tube are being implemented.  The new pucks and pads are intended for 

extended testing to verify longer term stability and reliability of the MEMS sensor in a gel 

medium.  The test article will rely on the cast resin of the pad to provide good containment of the 

gel.  Once this is in testing, work will turn to varying the tubing size and placement.  Production 
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of consistent, bubble-free sensor tubes might be difficult in laboratory-scale systems. However, it 

may be possible to contract with someone with those capabilities to make adequate quantities for 

testing and prototyping. 

For more reliable mounting of the sensor, a casing was designed to house the SMD Merit 

Sensor.  The part was machined out of a solid aluminum block, and has a thread for a ¼" NPT 

brass hose barb in one end and a sensor-sized groove square-to-chimney cut on the other end.  

All of the hose barb and tubing would be cast, and the other end of the aluminum block would be 

capped-off with the MEMS device soldered onto a proto-typing board, wired and sealed with a 

screwed backing plate (see Figure 59 and Figure 60). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 59: Enlarged View of the Sensor Block. 

 
 

Figure 60: Assembly of the Sensor Block. 
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To determine whether the sensor block would prevent leakage, one more puck was made 

(see Figure 64).  The dimensions for the block were scaled to mimic the smaller sensor assembly.  

The full machined block would be filled with 3-4207 dielectric gel.   The sensor would be placed 

in the machined cavity with non-conductive material, (most likely some form of silicone RTV), 

and “plugged” with soldered wire and a screwed-on backing plate.  

 

Figure 61: MEMS Sensor Block  (Side View) 

 

 

Figure 62: MEMS Sensor Block (Back) 

 

 

Figure 63: Mold for Sensor Block Casting 

 

Figure 64: Cast-Cured Regular Puck 

Ready for De-Molding 
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4.6. Significant Engineering Challenges 

Long term behavior of the MEMS sensor in gel has not been characterized.  These 

sensors have been used in gels before but the manufacturer could provide no data or warranty as 

to their long term durability in that environment.  

Finally, the design of the sensor tubing will affect both system sensitivity and reliability.  

A longer tube that winds through the most heavily loaded regions of the pad will provide the best 

average measure of the load on the pad.  Relying on a linear tube (as in Figure 38) may lead to 

significant inaccuracy in load measurement.  Since the pad itself will respond to stress differently 

when an incompressible component is included, the sensor tubing should be as small as possible 

to minimize this potential confound.  Thus, there is an optimization problem.  As tube size goes 

down, effects on pad response are minimized but the need to place them strategically becomes 

even greater as they sample smaller regions of the pad.  These issues will be the focus of 

continuing research in an effort to optimize the load sensor capabilities of the polymer pad.    

 

Figure 65:  Possible Gel Tubing Configuration for the Pad
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CHAPTER V 

STRAIN GAUGE AS LOADING ELEMENTS 

5.1. Introduction to Strain Gauges 

Most materials have established mechanical and thermal properties which can provide a 

basis to evaluate deformation.  For general linear elastic materials, mechanical strains can be 

used to determine the load an object carries.  Strain gauges are the most conventional method of 

measuring the deformation of most objects and are used to infer load from deformation.   Gauges 

commonly measure positive strain (tensile) or negative strain (compressive) through a bonded 

metallic grid element placed on a polyimide carrier [1].  When a force is applied to a material, 

the bonded fine wire extends or contracts 

with the specimen’s deformation altering 

its electrical resistance value (see Figure 

66). 

 Strain gauges are a common part of 

the engineer’s undergraduate curriculum, 

and most manufacturers have tutorials, or 

references, for both mounting and 

measuring with strain gauges.  Though, 

documentation is readily available for  

Figure 66: Bonded Metallic Strain Gauge[1] 
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strain gauges their effective application in any project requires careful attention.  Strain gauges 

are delicate, and sensitive.  Individually, they are greatly affected by temperature fluctuations 

and can generate offset errors due to poor adhesion to specimens, bad wiring, and poor signal 

conditioning. 

However, most gauges rarely operate alone.  Strain gauge measurements generally 

involve Wheatstone Bridges where there are possibilities of using quarter-bridge, half-bridge, 

and full-bridge circuits.  If the resistors in the circuit are well matched in value, the circuitry will 

serve as a signal-conditioner.  Also, much of the temperature fluctuation that causes erroneous 

data can  e eliminated  y placing “dummy gauges”   passive gauges positioned in a transverse 

direction of active gauges. Furthermore, most strain gauges are operable in temperatures between 

-40ºC (-40ºF) through 120ºC (248ºF), which is ideal for most railroad applications.  Commercial 

load cells are composed of series of strain gauges and provide reliable true measure of load.  

Additionally, the manufacturing aspects of both making and applying strain gauges are a mature 

technology.  They are economical, reliable, and small. Thus they allow for sensor redundancy 

and accuracy if employed properly.   

As a consequence, it is the one load monitoring device that could not be left out of this 

research.  Finding an appropriate placement for the gauges proved to be challenging.  Applying a 

gauge to an elastomer suspension element was not a viable option due to the fact that the pad’s 

modulus of elasticity is quite small and varies with strain, since the stress-strain curve is 

nonlinear [24].  Furthermore, the time allotted for the project did not allow for a complete study 

of the stress-strain and creep behavior of the thermoplastic polyurethane material used for the 

Adapter Plus™ to be fully defined due to its continuous temperature and load-driven 

deformation.  
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However, after brainstorming with researchers at Amsted Rail Inc., a possible solution 

using a metal insert in the bearing adapter and pad assembly in order to have a strain-gauge 

sensor emerged.  Essentially, a mini-load cell would be created and tested as an insert.  The 

metal enclosure would contain a flex-circuit that would hold temperature sensors, strain gauges, 

and an external accelerometer for vibration monitoring.   

5.2. Strain Gauges as Sensors 

5.2.1. Circuitry 

In order to understand the circuitry setup for strain gauges it is important to understand 

several mechanical and electrical concepts.  Strain is generally defined as the ratio of change in 

in length to the original length of a part and is thus a unitless quantity [24].  In practice deflection 

changes in materials due to applied forces are usually extremely small; therefore, strain is 

generally expressed as micro-strain (µε) which is 10
-6

 [1].  Most strain gauge manufacturers 

descri e quantitatively a gauge’s sensitivity to strain with the gauge factor; it is defined as the 

fractional change in resistance to the fractional change in strain [1]. 

    
    

    
 
    

 
 

The key to accurate use of strain gages is a 

Wheatstone bridge circuit, see Figure 67.  If an applied 

voltage,    ,  is supplied, then an output can be 

measured,   . Furthermore, looking at the equation in 

Figure 67 when  
  

  
 
   

   
, the voltage output voltage,   , 

will be zero, meaning the bridge is said to be balanced [1].  

In order to run analysis of any kind on strain gauge, the data must  e “zero-ed”.  When running 

Figure 67: Wheatstone Bridge and 

Voltage Equation [1] 
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experiments, an initial value can be adjusted by changing the value of the ratios of the resistors to 

attain an appropriate reference point.  Once this has been done, it is evident that any changes in 

the strain gauge resistance will “un alance” the circuit and produce a change in voltage that can 

be used to determine strain.  

Calculations for strain are more obvious in the quarter-bridge circuit.  Assuming that 

      and      , then the circuit can provide the ratio of 
  

   
 as a function of strain because 

the gauge change in resistance,   , can be expressed as:            [1].  The effect of 

temperature changes can be removed  y placing a “dummy” gauge in the perpendicular direction 

instead of   .  For testing, the single gauges, L2A-06-062LW-120, from Vishay Precision 

Micro-Measurements Group® were used both for measurement and for temperature 

compensations.  In order to complete the quarter-bridge circuit an Omega Bridge Completion 

Unit (BCM-1) was used (the datasheet can be found in Appendix I).  However, when measuring 

with a quarter-bridge, nonlinearity cannot be avoided due to the term in the parentheses of the 

equation seen in Figure 68. 

 
 

 

Figure 68: Quarter-Bridge Circuit and 

Voltage Ratio Equation [1] 

 

Figure 69: Strain Gauge Placement for 

Temperature Compensation [1] 
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To have linearity in a circuit a full-bridge must be used.  Full bridge strain gauges can 

account for lead resistance and temperature effects within one circuit in a polyimide carrier.  The 

strain gauge N2A-06-S1829-350/E2 from Vishay Precision Micro-Measurements Group® seen 

in Figure 70 was used in most of this testing.  The equation voltage ratio can be seen below the 

circuit diagram provided  y the “National Instruments: Strain Gauge Measurement-A Tutorial.”  

From the equation it is evident that the strain is a linearly dependent on the gauge factor constant 

of the strain gauge provided.  Further information involving the circuit design of each procedure 

will be provided in the results section of this chapter. 

 

         

Figure 70: N2A-06-S1829-350/E2 Full-Bridge Strain Gauge Pin Out and Circuit Diagram 

 

5.2.2. Strain Gauge Mounting 

 Strain gauge mounting involves several steps including: specimen preparation, attaching 

the gauge, and soldering the wires.  The gauges used in the sensor inserts were mounted using 

Vishay Micro-Measurements’® M-Bond AE-10 Adhesive Kit. The Instruction Bulletin B-137 

and broadcast provided by Vishay provided mounting information [25].   
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5.3. The Sensor Insert as a Load Device 

Early efforts to incorporate sensors into the bearing adapter and pad assembly provided 

the basis for a sensor insert design that included the strain gauges.  Prior work with IONX and 

Steinmetz resulted in the modified adapter shown in Figure 71 this is known as the the iteration 

5.0 or I5.0 design (see §3.2.3).  The adapter provided the basis for an insert that would be able to 

accommodate the three sensors for bearing health monitoring.  

 

 

Figure 71: I5.0 Bearing Adapter Design (refer to refer to § 3.2.1) 

 For the new design, the insert groove was extended to cover the full width of the pad to 

permit placement of the temperature sensors closer to the bearing raceways.  The middle of the 

insert was modified to hold the stain gauges in a configuration which strained under the pressure 
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transmitted by the polyurethane elastomer pad above.  A flex-circuit inside the insert would 

extend out of the groove, carrying sensors and holding an accelerometer for vibration 

measurement in the radial direction of the bearing.  The sensor insert provides an important 

mechanical barrier to shear forces during pad loading and will prevent failure of electoral 

connections and destruction of sensors.  The primary engineering challenge was to fit all 

required sensors in the allotted depth.  Removal of too much material would compromise the 

structural integrity of the bearing adapter; thus the insert had to be kept as thin as possible. 

Extensive mechanical analysis was required to produce a minimum thickness insert with the 

required sensitivity to pressure from the pad and small enough profile to avoid compromising the 

adapter. 

 

 

Figure 72: Bearing Adapter Initial Groove Cut-Out for Sensor Insert 
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5.4. Sensor Insert Design 

5.4.1. Material Selection 

 Two initial methods of evaluation were used in order to select the appropriate material for 

the sensor insert: static-stress analysis and experimentation.  Aluminum 6061 and 1018 steel 

were the first two materials chosen for testing.  The first insert design used two 1/16" (≈1.59mm) 

thick bars, with the top bar bearing a T-groove machined as shown in Figure 73.  The bottom bar 

of the insert was not grooved.  Total insert height was 1/8" (≈1.411mm).  The strain gauge would 

detect deformation in the transverse groove, while the rest of the cut-out would hold wire leads 

to power and read the gauge.   

 

 

Figure 73: Top Piece of the Initial Sensor Insert Design 
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 5.4.1.1. Static-Strain Analysis for 

Material Selection.  The initial analysis for 

the material selection was conducted using 

maximum deformation static analyses plate 

principles described in Roark’s Formulas for 

Stress and Strain [26].  The simplified 

analyses regarding the strain gauge location 

were seen as an extreme worst case scenario 

because of simplified loading conditions.  The 

scenario would provide sufficient information to validate the use of a particular metal.   

The strain gauge placement area can be described as a plate with constant thickness and 

uniform load.  The boundary conditions for the rectangular cross-section would consist of two 

opposite edges fixed and two free as seen in Figure 74.  Young refers to this model as, “a  eam 

of relatively great width” or a sla .  Furthermore, he states that this plate can  e treated as a 

fixed-fixed beam due to the fact that wider beams are more rigid than typical beam formulas 

indicate [26].  The stiffening effect is taken into account by replacing  , the modulus of 

elasticity, with   ( −   ) and   by 𝑡     [26].  The plate described by Warren C. Young can 

be seen in Figure 75.  The mid-span deflection for this fixed-fixed beam is given: 

 

𝑀 𝑥 𝑦   
−𝑤𝑙 

     
 

where  

 𝑤     𝑡    𝑡   𝐿𝑜    and 

𝑙  𝐿   𝑡ℎ 𝑜  𝑡ℎ   𝑙 𝑡  
 

 

 

 

Figure 74: Boundary Conditions for 

Rectangular Area with Mounted Strain Gauge 
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Figure 75: A very wide plate with uniform distributed load 

with two free edges and two fixed edges.  

Table 4: Material Properties of Sensor Inserts 

Material Young’s 

Modulus 

 (10
3
 ksi) 

Poisson’s 

Ratio 

Yield 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Maximum Calculated 

Strain at 100% of full load  

(in/in) 

Thickness    3/32" 3/16" 

Aluminum 6061 10  0.33 8 0.0104  0.0026 

1018 Steel  29 0.29 45 0.00358 0.000895 

A2 Steel 29.4 0.29 329.5 0.00353 0.000883 
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In order to determine what metal would be suitable for our application, the maximum 

stress was calculated and compared to the yield strength of candidate materials, using properties 

from Material Science and Engineering an Introduction [24]. The initial goal was to find a 

material that would allow for the maximum elastic deformation, and avoid any plastic 

deformation under load.   Maximum stress calculated for the plate at full load was 104 ksi for a 

thickness of 3/32" (≈ 2.38 mm) and 26 ksi with 3/16"(≈ 4.76mm) 

Using the formulas provided by Roark’s Formulas for Stress and Strain, an 

approximation of results were tabulated (see Appendix J) using the material property values from 

Callister [24].  Deflection increases with decreasing moment of inertia    while the maximum 

stress increases with decreasing moment of moment of inertia.  The goal was to maximize the 

formula while keeping stresses well below the yield strength of materials.  Calculations 

suggested that 1018 steel was suitable for the prototype.  However, continuous use of the 1018 

Steel sensor inserts caused permanent deformation.  After experimentation, it was decided to 

improve inserts by changing material to A2 Tool Steel (see § 5.4.1.3).  Optimization of the 

sensor insert will require additional work to determine optimum materials and insert geometry.   

5.4.1.2. Experimental Analysis for Material Selection.  The first choice for the insert 

was aluminum because it has a lower modulus than steel; thus allowing for more deformation 

under the same load.  A 1/16" thick piece of aluminum 6061 was machined with a groove half its 

depth.  Then the piece was placed in the bearing adapter, and tested in the screw-driven MTS® 

to verify the prior analysis.  As seen in Figure 76 and Figure 77, the static testing resulting in the 

pieces permanently deforming.  As a consequence, no data was gathered from the first set of 

tests, and new testing began with thicker inserts made from 1018 cold rolled steel.   
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Figure 76: Machined Aluminum Piece before Testing 

 

 

Figure 77: Machined Piece after Testing 

 The new machined inserts can be seen 

in  Figure 78.  With an insert thickness of 

1/8", it was a matter of mounting the gauges 

and setting up an assembly in the MTS® to 

collect data.  An extension for these adapters 

had to be added to protect strain gauge wires 

due to pad displacement.  Experimentation 

determined that the pad would creep onto the 

wires and sever connections. A secondary 

piece was tack-welded to add appropriate length 

to the experimental set-up.  

 Figure 78:  Insert Machined  

Out of 1018 Cold Rolled Steel 
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5.4.1.3. Machining Steel as a Source of Material Selection. When working with the 

aluminum and 1018 steel, it was difficult to utilize the mill to machine pieces without unlocking 

residual stresses in the material resulting in part distortion.  As a consequence, with every mill 

pass the specimen had to be turned to compensate and avoid any distortions.    The turning at 

every pass left opportunities for lack of uniformity within the specimen.  Tolerance issues 

became a problem with every pass the mill took.  When working with the 1018 cold-rolled steel, 

Computer Numerical Control (CNC) Machines were utilized to make complex insert designs.  

However, the pieces were so thin that they eventually warped during continuous testing. 

In order to improve manufacturability and lengthen durability of the inserts the choice 

was made to utilize tooling steel.  Tool steels provide durability, strength, corrosion resistance, 

and high temperature stability which are all essential when working with load cells [27].  “Tool 

steels are high-quality steels made to controlled chemical composition and processed to develop 

properties useful for working and shaping other materials.  Their general applications include 

blanking and forming, plastic molding, die-casting, extrusion, and forging” [27].  Many of their 

properties can be formed by stress relieving, heating to harden, or quenching.  In other words, 

distortion can be avoided if appropriate heat treatments are administered.   

American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) Type A2 air-hardening steel was purchased as 

flat-stock pieces 1.25"(3.174 cm) deep, 3/32" (2.38mm) thick, and 36" (91.44cm) in length, 

Appendix E provides data sheets for the Starrett® Material.  The material is highly wear resistant 

and maintains dimensional accuracy, which is important in sensor manufacturing.  For all the 

inserts, tempering was conducted at 204ºC (400ºF) for two hours then the parts were allowed to 

cool slowly in the oven after machining took place.  Further studies will have to be conducted in 

altering the material properties of the insert to suit the needs of the SmartPad ™ project.  
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5.4.2. Geometry of the Sensor Insert 

 Insert design began to evolve as testing progressed.  Most of the decisions made to 

improve the inserts were due to experimental results.  However, finite element analysis was also 

important in testing many of the design choices.  The first working insert only consisted of the 

groove with T-formation.  The one piece insert held one strain gauge and was made out of 1018 

Steel (see Figure 79).  

 

 

Figure 79: Insert 1 T-Formation with One Strain Gauge  

 

Figure 80: CAD Model of Insert 2 with Two Mounted Strain Gauges. 

The second insert design was an attempt to amplify the deformation with a cut-out curve.  

The insert held a “dummy” strain gauge for temperature compensation in a quarter-bridge circuit.  

It also provided the groove for wires to carry a signal to the data acquisition system.   The 
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design, which was about 7" (17.78cm) in length, can be seen in Figure 80.  The wires on the 

insert, as well as the gauge, were covered with electrical tape to prevent any contact with any 

conductive material in the test-setup, including the insert itself.  The insert was fabricated 

utilizing a CNC machine in order to produce the appropriate curvature. 

Insert 3 and Insert 4 were made from A2 Steel as two part inserts. Each insert held two 

TC 1046
19

 temperature sensors above the bearing raceways.  The Insert 3 configuration included 

30 AWG solid conductors routing all the voltages out (see Figure 81), while Insert 4 contained a 

flex-circuit that had soldered temperature sensors and an external pin attachment that would lead 

to the data acquisition system (see Figure 82).  Each insert part was 3/32" (≈ 2.38mm) in 

thickness making the inserts 3/16"(≈  . 6mm) in total.   In order to accommodate the 

temperature sensors a cavity was machined out where each chip was placed.  Complete drawings 

can be seen in Appendix G.   

 

Figure 81: Insert 3 and Insert 4 Top Pieces  

with Two TC1046 Temperature Sensors and a Full Bridge Strain Gauge 

                                                 
19

 http://www.microchip.com/wwwproducts/Devices.aspx?dDocName=en010737 Access Date: 07/17/2012 
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Figure 82: CAD Model of Insert 4 with Flex-Circuit and Temperature Sensors 

 

Figure 83: Insert 4 with Full-Bridge Strain Gauge and Flex-Circuit 

 

Figure 84: Flex-Circuit in the Bottom Part of Insert 4 Filled with Dow-Conformal Coating  
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5.4.3. Finite Element Analysis  

 For further verification of the material selection and design choices, a finite element (FE) 

model was developed in order to obtain strain and deformation of Insert 4.  The main objective 

of the analysis was to determine if the material “ ottomed-out,” and hit any of the electronic 

elements of the sensor insert.  The simplified FE model sensor insert assembly was constructed 

in Solid Works™ and imported to Autodesk Simulation Multiphysics 2012©, and discretized 

into 12,469 elements with a mesh size of 0.04375 in (1.11125mm) .  A convergence analysis of 

the FE modeled revealed that the von-Misses stress varied less than 1.0% when the mesh size 

was changed by ±10%. The insert pieces were modeled with a mix of bricks, wedges, pyramids, 

and tetrahedra creating a fully meshed assembly seen in Figure 85. 

 

 

Figure 85: Fully Meshed Model Two Piece Sensor Insert 4 
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A simplified uniform loading was applied to the top surface of the insert, where the pad 

would sit.  During operation, the Adapter Plus™ is su jected to 35, 50l f.  Utilizing the area of 

the pad, 24 in
2 
(≈ 5 .8  cm

2
), and insert, 5.444 in

2 
(35.10 cm

2
), appropriate load parameters were 

compiled (results can be seen in Table 5).  Boundary conditions were placed to simulate the 

bearing adapter restricting movement on one side of the insert in the z-direction, and in the front 

of the insert in the x-direction (see Figure 86: A).  The insert was not fully constrained all 

directions because the insert is able to displace slightly while sitting in the bearing adapter 

groove.  The last boundary condition restricted movement in the y-direction simulating the base 

of the slot (Figure 86: B). 

   

 

Figure 86: FE Model for Sensor Insert 4 Fully Meshed with Boundary Conditions 
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Load Values Based on Area 

Percent Loading Load on Pad [lbf] Load on Insert [lbf] 

280% 100008.84 22685.34 

120% 42900.00 9731.15 

100% 35750.00 8109.29 

80% 28600.00 6487.43 

60% 21450.00 4865.58 

40% 14300.00 3243.72 

20% 7150.00 1621.86 
 

Table 5: Calculated Load Values for Pad and Insert 

The sensor insert was given standard material properties for ASTM-A2 high strength 

tooling steel provided by the simulation program.  These included a modulus of elasticity 29x10
6
 

psi, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.29, and a shear modulus of   .2x 0
6 
psi.  After running the simulation, 

z-z strain tensor and y-displacement results were inquired for the strain gauge position which 

was centered and 1.60 in (40.62 mm) from the top of the insert. 

The strain tensor z-z maximum values were 2.3088x10
-4

 in/in pink area shown in Figure 

87.  These results are comparable to the measurements made during testing.  The N2A-06-

S1829-350/E2 full strain gauge has a gauge factor of 1.3±0.2 and the voltage was measured with 

an instrumentation amplifier with a gain of approximately 100.  The mean calculated strain value 

with experimental data was approximately 3.59 x10
-4

 in/in.   During experiments, the 

displacement of the pad affects the distribution of the load seen by the insert.  The FE model 

assumes a uniform load distribution; it is possible this is not the case.  As a consequence, 

experimental results differ from FE model analysis. 
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Figure 87: FEA Strain Results for Strain Gauge Placement 

 

Figure 88: Strain Calculations 
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 With maximum values of -7.47x10
-5

in (-1.89738 µm), displacement of the insert under 

load was found not to be a concern as test displacements would not bring the insert into contact 

with the electronics in the system.  It was easy to verify this result experimentally utilizing 

pressure x-film.  The film was placed within the insert cavity and the assembly was loaded to 

120%.  As can be seen in the pictures below, the film did not change color at any point in the 

test.  Furthermore, the paper-like material could be pulled out easily from the assembly even 

when loaded to 120% of maximum service load.  

 

 

 

Figure 89: Displacement in the Y-Component 
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Figure 90: Placement of pressure x film to determine loading on inserts at 120% loading. 

 

5.5. Experimental Setup and Instrumentation 

 Experiments were carried out in two different setups, each allowed for variations of loads 

at different time intervals.  The first setup was on the MTS® and the second was on a four 

bearing motor-controlled tester.  Appropriate MTS® fixtures were soon incorporated to the 

testing assemblies, and appropriate data acquisition and amplifiers were added to each 

experiment.  The following sections detail each of the particular setups that were vital in 

obtaining all experimental data shown in the results section of this chapter.   

5.5.1. MTS® Testing  

The MTS®
 
setup experimentation initially involved an assembly that included a Class K 

(6½ x 9) bearing, sitting on a metal adapter, with a second adapter and pad on the top, and a 

metal plate to distribute the load (see Figure 91).  Clamps were used to prevent the wear rings in 

the bearing assembly from detaching.  
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Figure 91: Assembly 1 for MTS® Setup 

 

5.5.1.1. Fixtures.  The lack of the axle support on the MTS® test setup made the 

assembly susceptible to structural instability and safety concerns.  As a consequence, several 

fixtures were created to avoid hazards, and improve testing results.  The base was a half-bearing 

cup that was reinforced with a steel web.  The fixture seen in Figure 92 would simulate a static 

full bearing, and would allow the sensors to be compressed with an appropriate load distribution.  
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Figure 92: (Left) Half-Bearing Cup Model Showing Reinforcing Steel Web  

(Right) Bearing Cup Fixture  

The second fixture was built to simulate the constrained deformation the pad experiences 

on a railcar due to the side-frame.  The side-frame fixture consists of a steel plate that clamps 

down the pad to the bearing adapter.  It supports the sides to simulate a distributed load, and has 

gaps on the edges to create crevices found in the side-frame of a railcar (see Figure 93).  The 

complete MTS® assembly can be seen in Figure 94. 

 

 

 

Figure 93: CAD Model of Side-Frame Fixture 
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Figure 94: Full MTS®
 
Assembly 

 

5.5.2. Bearing Testers 

 Each of the two bearing testers can accommodate four bearings of different classes: Class 

F (6½ x 12), Class K (6½ x 9), Class E (6 x 11) tapered-roller bearings.  Figure 95 shows the 

experimental setup and thermal sensor and accelerometer locations.  Each tester has a 

customized axle that couples either a variable-speed drive motor or a fixed-speed motor and 

pulley.  Both testers are equipped with a hydraulic cylinder that is capable of load variations 

ranging from 0 to 175% of a full load.  Voltage readings are gathered from a pressure transducer 

attached to the cylinder that pushes an I-Beam onto the side-frame fixtures of Bearings 2 and 3 

where all the loading instrumentation is placed.  The side-frame fixtures were made similarly to 

those of the MTS® (see Figure 96). 
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Figure 95: Top and Rear View of Bearing Testers, 

 Thermal and Accelerometers Sensor Locations [4] 

 

Figure 96: Side Frame Fixtures Placed on Bearings 2 and 3 of the Four Bearing Tester 
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5.5.3. Electronics and Data Acquisition  

 All data was collected using a National Instruments (NI) data acquisition system 

programmed with LabView™.  Some of the voltage information was collected with the use of an 

instrumental amplifier circuit with a gain of 100 (See Figure 44).  All data was plotted in 

MATLAB™ for analyses and calibration purposes.  Load changes in the four bearing testers 

were done manually, while any testing run on the MTS® was programmed either in TestWorks 4 

for the Sintech MTS® or the Multi-Purpose Testware for the servo-hydraulic system. 

5.6. Experimental Results 

Initial testing was conducted on the servo-hydraulic MTS® system with constant load 

steps in five minute intervals of 2000 lbf compression load increments.  The testing was 

conducted to verify repeatability of the strain gauge output on a quarter-bridge circuit.  There 

was a three hour wait between tests to determine if the deformation of the pad was permanent 

(see Figure 97).  Regardless of creep, the test results were promising because the strain gauge 

and the pad behaved similarly during both tests. 

A significant study of Sensor Insert 2 and pad behavior would have to be conducted to 

the full load of 35,750 lbf.  There was a need to establish if the creep of the pad would diminish 

with time.  As a consequence the same test was conducted, but with a second load-step cycle.  

The results can be seen in Figure 98 and can be compared with the MTS® load cell information.  

The test results confirmed creep, but also provided some positive feedback in terms of 

stabilization of the material.  It appeared that when the load data and the voltage data were 

superimposed there was a pattern that would continue on the second load cycle. Furthermore, 

these results were promising because there was already a trend in voltage and there was no 

calibration curve.   
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Figure 97: Repeatability of Strain Gauge Testing (Sensor Insert Design 3) 

 

Figure 98: Initial MTS® Testing Quarter-Bridge Circuitry (Sensor Insert Design 3) 
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On March 2
nd

, a one-hour test was conducted and voltage output of the insert was 

calibrated against the MTS® load using a second order polynomial curve.  The results seen in 

Figure 99 required the side-frame fixture seen in Figure 93.  Testing was conducted using a 

quarter-bridge with a dummy temperature gauge on the curved insert seen in Figure 100.  The 

next steps would be to test the sensor inserts on the four bearing testers to determine their 

response at higher loadings.  A set of tests were conducted to determine insert durability and 

accuracy of strain gauge information. 

 

 

Figure 99:  17% (6000 lbf) Load to 40% (14,500 lbf) Load Calibrated Results 
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  However, the most important testing conducted was the pre-protocol and post-protocol 

testing comparison.  The 1018 steel insert with a quarter- ridge and “dummy” gauge circuitry 

was able to survive even the shearing produced by the hunting events from the simulated AAR 

testing conducted at Steinmetz, Inc.  Figure 100 shows the two strain gauges mounted as well as 

the temperature sensor flex-circuitry, which was also able to survive due to its placement inside 

the insert.  During protocol testing, the insert sat flush with the bearing adapter.  Before protocol 

testing, the insert was fully tested on a four bearing test frame at UTPA.  Once back at UTPA 

Laboratories testing was conducted using a different four-bearing tester.  The change in tests 

results resulted in some variation in intermediate load behavior (see Figure 101).  Nonetheless, 

averaging voltages at 20% (7,200 lbf) and 100% of full load (35,750 lbf) on both days of testing 

indicated that the sensor maintained calibration and had not lost sensitivity (see Table 6 and 

Figure 102).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 100: Insert after Protocol Testing at Steinmetz  
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Figure 101: Pre and Post Protocol Testing 

 

Table 6: Voltage Averages for Pre and Post Protocol Testing Days for 50% and 100% 
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Figure 102: Voltage Averages for 20% and 100% Loads 

 

Testing of Sensor Insert 4 continued with the four-bearing testers.  The voltage output 
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Figure 103: Testing Conducted with Manually Altered Load Iterations 

Using the Four-Bearing Tester (Sensor Insert Design 4) 

 

  Further testing was conducted with the Sintech MTS® to be able to determine load 

inconsistencies.   A complete assembly with side-frame fixture and reinforced half-bearing cup 

seen in Figure 94 was used.  The testing runs seen in Figure 104 and Figure 105 indicate this 

prototype is a functional design.  Further examples, can be seen in Appendix H.  
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Figure 104: Sintech MTS® with Variations in load from 

100% (fully loaded car) to 17% (unloaded railcar) 

(Sensor Insert Design 4) 
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Figure 105: Sintech MTS® Load Variations 

from 17% to 100% to 120% of a Loaded Railcar 

(Sensor Insert Design 4)
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1. Conclusions 

The initial results are exciting, but the search for an optimal load sensor is far from over.  

Work continues on piezo-ceramics, MEMS sensors, and strain-gauge-based inserts.   From the 

work to date, several key conclusions can be drawn. 

The technology most likely to yield a working load measurement system in the near 

term is a strain-gage-based metal insert beneath the elastomer pad.   Such an assembly 

appears to minimize the effects of nonlinear viscoelasticity in the pad material and produce 

a signal which can be used to reliably measure load in the adapter stack.  The prototypes of 

this design have survived simulated severe service conditions with no effect on load 

measurement accuracy or change in calibration. 

The MEMS-based measurement process also shows promise. The correlation 

between applied load and MEMS signal achieved on one of the early trials may be the first 

successful use of these sensors in such an application.  The general approach is very 

promising for use in other applications where load measurement in a flexible, non-linear 

material is desired and where the application environment is less demanding.   

Piezo ceramics are already used in measurement applications in less demanding 

environments.  It has been demonstrated that they can both measure dynamic loads and 

generate potentially useful amounts of energy.  However, they are currently unsuited to 
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measurement of static loads as needed for car weighing.  Experience with coupons in 

simulated mild service indicates that traditional piezo materials do not possess adequate 

durability for the demanding environment under a railcar.  Newer, flexible piezo materials 

show some promise for this application.  

6.2. Future Work 

Any insert-based load sensor technology will require additional work to ensure durability 

and survivability of the sensor.  Interaction between the assembly components    the bearing 

adapter, elastomer pad, and the insert     can be optimized through experimentation and finite 

element analysis.  For example, it has been verified that the Adapter Plus™ does not fully 

engage with the bearing adapter until substantial load has been applied.  It will be necessary to 

adjust the placement of the insert to provide maximum load sensitivity.   

Structural integrity of the adapter must be analyzed to determine if the elimination of 

material to create a groove decreases its operating lifespan.  The insert itself must undergo a 

durability study to determine fatigue life under expected operating conditions.   

The discovery during the course of this project that creep rate can potentially be 

characterized within a constrained elastomer element has provided a basis to generate calibration 

algorithms.  Service loads involve random fluctuations around a mean loading level and 

calibration algorithms must function within the environment: this work remains for the future.  

Application of varying loads about a mean will test the robustness of calibration algorithms.  

Electronic circuitry will have to be built and programed to contain and transmit such information 

to a remote unit. 

After many of these issues are resolved, field testing will have to take place.  The sensors 

will be mounted in a railcar to test the functionality of the sensor in the two primary scenarios of 
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interest, loaded and unloaded.   Field testing will provide unavailable in laboratory simulations, 

and generate a corpus of data to create a marketable product for the railroad industry. 

A MEMS-based load measuring technology has yet to undergo much of the durability 

testing that the sensor insert technology has survived.  Sufficient data has been gathered to 

understand that the technology is innovative and promising.  However, production issues must be 

resolved.  Means of containing the dielectric fluid that provides the fluctuations in pressure must 

be resolved.  Even if the manufacturing issues can be resolved, significant questions remain to be 

answered to produce a reliable and durable sensor system.   Experimentation and computer 

modeling are necessary to determine optimal tube size and configuration.  Studies regarding 

variations of gelatinous fluids vs. dielectric oils must also play a role in the development of this 

technology.   

Both the MEMS- and the strain-gauge-based sensor must be characterized under 

fluctuating temperatures, high vibration environments, and conditions of impact loading. 

Overall, the prospect for both testing technologies look promising although only one 

(strain gauge) appears able to provide a near term solution.
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